MCV Campus Courses

These courses, administered on the MCV Campus, are among the courses of interest to students based on the Academic Campus and are listed here for convenience. For a complete listing of MCV Campus courses, please look online at http://www.vcu.edu/schedule/ or go to the Founders Hall registration area.

School of Allied Health Professions

Clinical Laboratory Sciences

CLLS 101 INTRO TO CLINICAL LAB SCIENCES (1)
Section 001 11404 M 1200PM 1259PM OLVRH 1024 POLLARD, D

Gerontology

GRTY 410 INTRO TO GERONTOLOGY- SERV LEARN (3)
Section 001 12483 TBA REID, C
TR 1:00PM 2:15PM BUSNS 201 WELLFORD, E SERVICE LEARNING COURSE

GRTY 601 BIOLOGICAL & PHYSIOLOGICAL AGING (3)
Section 001 12485 TBA HARKINS, S
W 0500PM 07:45PM BUSNS 1118 RULE, W

GRTY 602 PSYCHOLOGY OF AGING (3)
Section 001 12487 TBA WELLFORD, E
W 0500PM 07:45PM HARKINS, S

GRTY 603 PROBLEMS ISSUES & TRENDS IN GRTY (3)
Section 001 12488 TBA COTTER, J
TBA DEPT. ABOUT ROOM LOCATION VIDEO ASSISTED COURSE

GRTY 606 AGING AND HUMAN VALUES VIDEO (3)
Section 001 12489 TBA WELLFORD, E
W 0500PM 07:45PM AUDIO-VISUAL COURSE

GRTY 607 FIELD STUDY IN GERONTOLOGY (3)
Section 001 12491 TBA PARHAM, I

GRTY 608 ADV TOPICS IN PRBLMSS & TRENDS (3)
Section 001 12492 TBA R 0600PM 08:40PM LYONS 00302 COTTER, J

GRTY 616 GERIATRIC REHABILITATION (3)
Section 001 12494 TBA
TBA PERMITION OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED
COURSE BEGINS ON ACADEMIC CAMPUS START DATE

GRTY 618 INDEPENDENT STUDY (V 1-3)
Section 001 12503 TBA HARKINS, S

GRTY 622 INDEPENDENT STUDY (V 1-3)
Section 001 12506 TBA HARKINS, S

GRTY 623 INDEPENDENT STUDY (V 1-3)
Section 001 12509 TBA WELLFORD, E

GRTY 792 INDEPENDENT STUDIES FOR MSTR/PHD (3)
Section 001 12504 TBA WELLFORD, E

Rehabilitation Counseling

RHAB 521 FOUND OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE REHAB (3)
Section 001 14819 TBA WAGNER, C
R 0700PM 09:45PM MGRE 02034 WEST, S

RHAB 522 FOUND OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE REHAB (3)
Section 001 15813 TBA WAGNER, C
R 0700PM 09:45PM MGRE 02034 WEST, S

RHAB 623 CAREER COUNSELING & JOB PLACEMNT (3)
Section 001 14831 TBA WAGNER, C
R 0700PM 09:45PM MGRE 02034 MCMAHON, B

RHAB 633 CASE MANAGEMENT IN RHAB (3)
Section 001 14839 TBA WAGNER, C
M 0400PM 06:45PM MGRE 02030 MCMAHON, B

RHAB 640 MEDICAL & PSYCHOSOCIAL ASPECTS (3)
Section 001 14840 TBA ARMSTRONG, A
R 0400PM 06:45PM MGRE 02034 WEST, S

RHAB 642 PSYCHIATRIC INFO FOR RHAB COUS (3)
Section 001 14843 TBA WAGNER, C
T 0400PM 06:45PM MGRE 02034 WEST, S

RHAB 654 MULTICULTURAL COUNSELING IN RHAB (3)
Section 001 14844 TBA LEWIS, A
T 0700PM 09:45PM MGRE 02034 ARMSTRONG, A

RHAB 656 MULTICULTURAL COUNSELING IN RHAB (3)
Section 001 15814 TBA LEWIS, A
R 0700PM 09:45PM MGRE 02034 ARMSTRONG, A

RHAB 683 INSTITUTES & WORKSHOPS (3)
Section 001 15815 TBA LEWIS, A
T 0700PM 09:45PM MGRE 02034 ARMSTRONG, A

RHAB 688 INSTITUTES & WORKSHOPS (3)
Section 001 15815 TBA LEWIS, A
T 0700PM 09:45PM MGRE 02034 ARMSTRONG, A

School of Medicine

Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics

BIOC 404 ADV TOPICS IN BIOCHEMISTRY (3)
Section 001 12480 TBA LINDSEY, B
R 0400PM 06:10PM OLVRH 1024 BROWNSTEIN, A

Pathology

PATH 445 FORENSIC TOXICOLOGY (3)
Section 001 15817 TBA KOPUS, A
SAME AS FRCG-445

Physiology

PHIS 206 HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY (3)
Section 001 14121 TBA ROESSER, J
MWF 0400PM 06:50PM LFSCB 0251 ROESSER, J

PHIZ 206 HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY LAB (1)
Section 001 14121 TBA ROESSER, J
MWF 0400PM 06:50PM LFSCB 0251 ROESSER, J

PHYS 310 INTRO QUANTITATIVE PHYSIOLOGY II (4)
Section 001 14121 TBA ROESSER, J
MWF 0400PM 06:50PM LFSCB 0251 ROESSER, J

School of Pharmacy

Medicinal Chemistry

MEDC 310 MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY & DRUG DESGN (3)
Section 001 12480 TBA KELLOGG, G
W 0900PM 11:00AM OLVRH 1024 BROWNSTEIN, A